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Name Variation Type H W Plant Growth Additional

Basil Sweet Herb 18" 14" 1-May Pinch leaves off as needed after 2nd stem of leaves form.

Beet Albino Root/Tuber 12" 12" 1-Apr Biannual

Full Sun, Direct Sow as soon as soil can be worked.  

Direct Seed 2 in apart, 1/2in deep. Thin plants to 4-6in 

apart, rown 2ft apart. Plant at 2 week intervals for a 

steady harvest. 

Detroit Dark Red Root/Tuber 3" 1-Apr

Sow every 2 weeks, April through August for a continous 

supply. Plant 1/2in space plants 2-3in, space rows 12-

18". 10-20 days to germinate. 55-60 days to maturity. 

Golden Root/Tuber 1-Apr

Needs neutral to alkaline soil. Plant 4 weeks before last 

frost. Ammend soil with rotted compost. Mid to full sun. 

Plant 4-6 in apart

Bean Asparagus bean Pole 1-Jun

Plant beans 3in apart along fence, or set poles into 

ground 2-3" apart and plant 6-8 seeds around the pole. 

Plant 1in depts. Seedlings emerge in 7-14 days. Pods 

best when 18in long. Will have a nutty flavor. 

Blue Lake Pole Bean Pole 1-Jun

Plant 1in deep, 3in apart, 18-24in between rows.     

tringless, tender pods with white seeds

    Excellent for canning

    Also good for fresh eating, freezing and cooking

    Prolific climber and heavy yielder

    Sets pods from the base to the top of the plant

Grow a lot of beans in a smaller space. Blue Lake Pole 

Bean sets pods from the base to the top of the vine—so 

you'll have plenty for eating fresh and processing. 

Produces heavy yields of straight, smooth 6 in. pods that 

are crisp and stringless at all stages, never limp. They 

cook up tender, with full-bodied Blue Lake flavor. Like 

other pole beans, they require some type of support or 

trellis. For a tender texture, harvest beans when they are 

young and succulent. For top yields, keep picking 

throughout the season or the plant will stop producing. 

63 DAYS. 

Burpee Stringless Green 

Pod Garden Bean
Bush 5-6" 1-Jun

Plant 1 in deep, 6in between seeds and 24in between 

rows. 8-16 days to germination. 50-65 days to maturity. 

Tendergreen Improved Bush 6-1" 1-Jun
Plant 1 in deep, 4in between seeds and 24-36in between 

rows. 8-16 days to germination. 50-65 days to maturity. 
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Fire Tounge

Golden Wax Garden Bean Bush
Plant 1 in deep, 4in between seeds and 24-36in between 

rows. 8-16 days to germination. 50-65 days to maturity.

Landreth Stringless

phaseolus vulgaris

Purple Podded Pole Bush 6" 1-Jun
Direct Sow 1in deep. , Full Sun, Harvest frequently for 

increased yields. Pods grow to 5-7".  68days. 

Broccoli Romanesco Italia Stem/Leaf 1-May

Direct Sow in soil 2-4 weeks before last frost. Seed Depth 

1/4-1/2 in, sprouts in 7-10 days, plant space 12in apart.  

Full Sun. Its fractal form is a fascinating logarithmic 

Fibonacci spiral. This variety is widely grown in northern 

Italy.

Calabrese Stem/Leaf

Plants can be started indoors 5-7 weeks before last frost 

date and hardened before transplanting.  Harvest 2-3 

months after transplanted. 

Cabbage Brunswick

Collards, Georgia

Golden Acre Stem/Leaf

Prefers part shade and moist soil. Plant early spring. 

Cabbage does poorly in temps above 75F.  plant seeds 

1/4in deep.  Space seeds 4' and then thin to 18-24in.  

Give 24in between rows. 5-14 days to germination.  60-

100 days to maturity. When your cabbage head has 

reached the size you like, go ahead and cut it at the base. 

Don’t wait until the cabbage head splits because a split 

head will attract disease and pests. After harvesting 

cabbage, remove the entire plant and its root system 

from the soil.

Cantaloupe Hales Best Jumbo Fruit 15-Jun

Sow 5 or 6 seeds in a hill, 3in apart,  When fruit turns 

yellow-gold and stems start to slip from the vine pick and 

eat.   Plant 1", space seeds 3", Space rows 3-4'. 10-20 

days to germination. 83 days to maturity. 

Carrot Nantes Corless Root/Tuber 6-7" 1-Apr
Plant 1/2 in deep, seed space 3". 8 Days to germination, 

70days to maturity
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Round Parisian Root/Tuber 10" 1-2" 1-Apr

 60 days. This early, "French Forcing" type carrot is easy 

to grow. Introduced to the US around 1861, it was widely 

cultivated by the turn of the century (this was your Great 

Grandparents' carrot). Round-shaped, root length is 1¼ - 

1¾". Due to its short root, Parisian grows well in clay and 

rocky soils. Smaller top than other carrot varieties (only 

10" tall), Parisian can be squeezed easily into any garden 

(see Growing Instructions tab). Crisp, tender roots are 

pleasantly sweet. Perfect for lunch boxes. Help us bring 

back this awesome carrot! SSE

Kaleidoscope Root/Tuber
8" 

roots
1-Apr

Sow seeds thinly in rows 12" apart.  75-80 says for 

harvest. 

Oxheart Root/Tuber 1-Apr Loose Soil

Direct sow 3-5 weeks before the last frost. 90 days. 

Massive heart-shaped roots grow to one pound 

each. Can be a shy seed producer and seed is 

sometimes scarce, so we are excited to be able to 

offer this old French variety! Despite their large 

size, the brilliant orange roots are crisp, sweet and 

mild. Their blunt shape makes them superior for 

heavy or shallow soils. Known as “Guerande” in 

France, it was first introduced in the U.S. in the late 

19th century. Excellent storage type.

Cauliflower Self-Blanche Stem/Leaf
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Celtuce Red Mountain Stem/Leaf 1-Aug

Seed Depth 1/4, space 8in apart, 4-8hrs of full sun, 

sprouts in 7-10days, This massive stem lettuce variety is 

popular in southwest China. Originally from the 

Mediterranean, celtuce is a type of lettuce that is grown 

for its large, swollen stem. Green Mountain celtuce 

produces jumbo stems that remain crunchy, tender and 

juicy as they reach epic proportions. In the Baker Creek 

test kitchen, we love to experiment with this new 

vegetable, serving it raw in salads, stir fried and even as 

a gluten-free pasta substitute. The flavor is exceptional, 

with refreshing notes of cucumber and sweet corn. First-

time celtuce growers will appreciate this carefree, 

prolific variety. Introduce something entirely new and 

delicious to your culinary repertoire with celtuce! This 

variety should be planted in the fall, about 50 days before 

the first frost.

Corn
Sweet Corn, Country 

Gentleman. White Open 

Pollinated

6-7' 7-May

Plant depts 1". Space seeds 12". 30 to 36" between 

rows.  Days to Germination 5-10. Days to maturity 80-

100.  Plant each week for succession.  Produces 1 to 2 

ears for each  stalk. Is done when silk is brown and 

seeds spurt a milky white substance when pressed with 

fingernail. Water and feertalize plants vigorously when 

they are 12-18"  70-80days

Sweet Corn, Golden 

Batman, Improved 12row
7-8' 7-May

Plant depts 1". Space seeds 12". 30 to 36" between 

rows.  Days to Germination 5-10. Days to maturity 80-

100.  Plant each week for succession.  Produces 1 to 2 

ears for each  stalk. Is done when silk is brown and 

seeds spurt a milky white substance when pressed with 

fingernail. Water and feertalize plants vigorously when 

they are 12-18"  70-80days

Sweetcorn Stowells 

Evergreen
8-10' 7-May

Plant depts 1". Space seeds 8-12". 30 to 36" between 

rows.  Days to Germination 5-10. Days to maturity 80-

100.  Plant each week for succession.  Produces 1 to 2 

ears for each 8-10in stalk. Is done when seeds spurt a 

milky white substance when pressed with fingernail.  70-

80days

Popcorn

Collards Champion Stem/Leaf 36" 1-Apr
Plant 1/4in, seed space 1", thin to 12". 24"-30" between 

rows.  5-14" days to germination, 60-75 days to maturity.

Coriander Cilantro Herb 2-3'
12-

18"
1-May

Plant after last frost.  Leaves may be used as cilantro, 

stems holding seeds can be cut and hung to dry when 

seeds change from green to tan.
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Cucumber

Boston Pickeling 

Cucumber
Vine 3"-6" 1-Jun

Plant 1 1/2in deep, hills 18in apart. Full sun. Soak seeds 

in water 12-24 hours before planting for faster 

germination. 

Chicago Pickling Vine 6"-7" 1-Jun
Plant 1 1/2in deep, hills 4'-5' apart. Full sun. 7-14 days for 

germination. 50-60 days for full maturity.

Marketmore 76 Vine 8 1/2" 1-Jun
Plant 1 in deep, hills 3'-4' apart. Full sun. 10-20 days for 

germination. 67 days for full maturity.

White Spine Vine 5"-6" 1-Jun
Plant 1 1/2in deep, hills 4'-5' apart. Full sun. 7-14 days for 

germination. 53-60 days for full maturity.

Dill Mammoth Long Island Herb 1-Jun

Dill does not transplant easily. Sow seeds directly into 

the ground where the plants are to grow. Begin sowing 

seeds after the danger of spring frost is passed. You can 

harvest several crops during the summer and fall by 

planting seeds every two to three weeks through 

midsummer. They should germinate in 10 to 14 days. 

Seedlings should be planted ¾ to 1 inch deep and from 

12 to 15 inches apart. est location: Plant dill in full sun; 

dill will tolerate light shade but will not grow as bushy. 

Soil preparation: Dill grows best in well-drained soil rich 

in organic matter. Add aged compost to the planting bed 

in advance of planting. Dill prefers a soil pH of 5.5 to 6.7. 

Egg Plant Black Beauty 2'-3' 1-Apr

Start plant indoors. Plant 1/4in deep. Spacing between 

rows is 2'. Spacing between plants 2'.  7-14 days to 

germination. 83 days to full maturity. 
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Gooseberry
Cape Gooseberry  

Physalis Peruviana. Zone 

8. Planted inside. 

Plant 

inside .

Plant 1/16in deep, 3 seeds per plant. Plant spacing 18in. 

Full Sun.    Start your seeds indoors six to eight weeks 

before the last frost in your area. Takes 10-20 days to 

germinate.      Currants and gooseberries will grow in full 

sun to partial shade. You will get more fruit if the plant is 

in full sun.

    Space plants at least 3 feet apart.

    Most currants and gooseberries are self-fruitful. One 

variety will set fruit on its own.

    Prune annually to remove weak or dead canes and to 

open up the canopy.

    Expect to get fruit 1 to 3 years after planting.

    Remember, gooseberry bushes are spiny and will 

become dense thickets without regular pruning.  

    Insect pests are a minor concern for home growers of 

currants and gooseberries. Infestations are uncommon 

and rarely cause major damage.

    Possible insect pests include aphids, cane borers, 

spider mites, fruit worms and fruit flies. Other insects in 

the garden usually control these pests.

    Avoid damage by maintaining a healthy, vigorous plant.

        Select a site with good soil and ample light.

        Providing adequate water.

        Prune regularly.

        Remove affected or dead plant parts and plant 

debris.

Kale Rusian Red/Ragged Jack Stem/Leaf 1-Apr

Sprouts in 6-9 days. Plant space 8in apart.  6-12 hrs of 

sun. 50 days. A highly nutritious kale variety with eye-

catching color and form, Russian red is very tender and 

mild at any size, but especially well suited to use as baby 

greens. The oak-type leaves of this pre-1885 heirloom 

variety have a red tinge, and the stems are purplish-red, 

adding color to the garden and the dinner plate!

Vates Dwarf Blue Curled Stem/Leaf 1-May
Plant 3/16" deep. 2in apart, 18-18in between rows.  5-14 

days to germination, 55 days to maturity. 

Kohlrabi
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Lavender English Flower

Start indoors 6-10 weeks before the last frost.  As soon 

as seedlings emerge, provide plenty of light on a sunny 

windowsill or grow seedlings 3-4 inches beneath 

fluorescent plant lights turned on 16 hours per day, off 

for 8 hours at night. Raise the lights as the plants grow 

taller. Incandescent bulbs will not work for this process 

because they will get too hot.  90-200 days until maturity.

Lettuce Black Seeded Simpson Stem/Leaf 1-Apr

This type does best in cold weather. Plant 1/4in deep as 

soon as soil can be worked. 10in between seeds, 18in 

between rows. 65-85 days to maturity. Plant in week 

intervals for successive crop. 

Butter Crunch Stem/Leaf 4 1/2 15-May

Plant 1/4in deep, 1in between seeds and 10" after 

thinning. 18" between rows. 7-20 days to germination. 

66days to maturity. Plant every two weeks for successive 

planting. 

Parris Island Cos Stem/Leaf

Plant 1/4in deep, 1in between seeds and 10" after 

thinning. 18" between rows. 7-20 days to germination. 70 

days to maturity. Plant every two weeks for successive 

planting. 

Romaine Stem/Leaf

Mellon Muskmellon Vine 15-Jun

Cantaloupe prefers warm weather, so don't plant it 

before temperatures have warmed in the spring. 

Cantaloupe does best when direct sown. Sow seeds 

outside about 2 weeks after the last frost date when soil 

temperatures are about 65℉.

Okra Clemson Spineless

3" 

green 

pods

1-Jun
Full Sun, Plant 1/4"deep 12in apart. Soak seeds for 12-24 

hours before planting to speed up germinaiton. 55days

Onion Evergreen Bunching Stem/Leaf 1-Jun

Seed depth 1/4, space seeds 3" to 4" apart and in rows 

1"-2" apart.   Seeds emerge in 7-14 days.  If you want 

scallions plat closer together.  Plant in full sun. 

Green Scallion Stem/Leaf 1-Apr

Plant 1/4in deep, 1in between seeds, 8" between rows. 

10-15 days to germination. 60-75 days to maturity. This 

plant can be continuously planted from early spring 

through fall. Harvest by pulling entire plant. 
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Red Caberret Root/Tuber 15-Apr

Plant 1/2 inch deep , two seeds per inch, rows 12 inches 

apart.  Germination 7-14 days.  For immediate use pick 

onions when they are 1 1/2 to 2in in diameter.  For 

storage allow to mature, when green tops begin to dry 

stop watering. Leave onions in ground for 1 week after 

they dry, then dig up and cure for storage. Matures 90-

120 days. 

Red Cipollini root/Tuber 15-Apr

Plant 1/2 inch deep , two seeds per inch, rows 12 inches 

apart.  Germination 7-14 days.  For immediate use pick 

onions when they are 1 1/2 to 2in in diameter.  For 

storage allow to mature, when green tops begin to dry 

stop watering. Leave onions in ground for 1 week after 

they dry, then dig up and cure for storage. Matures 90-

120 days. 

Texas Early Grano Root/Tuber 15-Apr

Plant 1/2 inch deep , two seeds per inch, rows 12 inches 

apart.  Germination 7-14 days.  For immediate use pick 

onions when they are 1 1/2 to 2in in diameter.  When tops 

turn yellow and begin to droop they are ready to harvest.  

Pull from soal, brush of dirt and allow to cure in the sun 

for a week. When skin dries cut tops down to 1in and cut 

roots.  These do not store well for long periods of time.  

110 days to harvest. 

Walla Walla Root/Tuber 1-Jun

Place Seeds in 1/4 inch of soil. Space Seeds 3"-4" apart.  

Rown 1'-2in apart.  Germination in 7-14 days.  For 

scallions plant closer together.  Needs full sun .

Yellow Cipollini Root/Tuber 15-Apr

Plant 1/2 inch deep , two seeds per inch, rows 12 inches 

apart.  Germination 7-14 days.  For immediate use pick 

onions when they are 1 1/2 to 2in in diameter.  For 

storage allow to mature, when green tops begin to dry 

stop watering. Leave onions in ground for 1 week after 

they dry, then dig up and cure for storage. Matures 90-

120 days. 

Yellow Sweet Spanish Root/Tuber 1-Jun

Place Seeds in 1/4 inch of soil. Space Seeds 3"-4" apart.  

Rown 1'-2in apart.  Germination in 7-14 days.  For 

scallions plant closer together.  Needs full sun .

Parsley Dark Green Italian Herb
18-

24"
36" 1-May Start indoors 10-12 weeks or direct sow after last frost.

Peas Sugarsnap Bush 1-Apr

All pea plants needs something to climb (bush and vine 

peas) The key to growing peas is to plant them early 

enough in spring so they mature while the weather is still 

cool. This means planting in February, March, or April in 

most parts of the United States and Canada. They can 

even be grown as a fall or winter crop in warm areas of 

the U.S.
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Green Arrow Bush 30" 1-Apr

Minor 

support

Little Marvel Bush
15"-

20"
1-Apr

Minor 

support

Plant 1in deep, 2" between seeds and 3" between rows. 7-

15 days for germination. 65-85 days to maturity. 

Pepper Big Jim Chili Bush 1-Apr

Pods get 7-8"long at maturity. Plants can produce 25-

40pods. Start seeds indoors 6-8 weeks before last frost.  

Transplant to well tilled fertile soil. 18-24" between 

plants. (Tip, lay black plastic mulch and cut holes to plant 

plants.   Days to germinaiton 14-21. Days to Harvest 75-

80

Green/Red Bush 1-Apr

Jalepenoes Bush 1-Apr

Keystone Resistant Giant Bush 1-Apr

Start indoors 8-10 weeks before planting. Seed Depth 1/4 

in.  Plants should be planted 15-20in apart.  Days to 

maturity 76-80

Pumpkin Mixed Vine

Radish Champion Root/Tuber 1-Apr

Harvest when 1 and 1/2 in. Become stringy is allowed to 

get bigger.  1/2'depth, 6-12' spacing between rows, 

seeds planted 2in apart. 7-14 days to germination. 20-30 

days to maturity. 

China Rose Root/Tuber 1-Apr

Bred for sandy soils.  Perfect and easy plant for kids.  

Plant 1/4 in. 12" between rows, 2in between seeds. 7-14 

days to germination. 22-24 days to maturity. Grows 

largest towards the tip.

Early Scarlet Root/Tuber 3/4in 1-Apr

Bred for sandy soils.  Perfect and easy plant for kids.  

Plant 1/4 in. 12" between rows, 2in between seeds. 7-14 

days to germination. 27-55days to maturity. Grows 

largest towards the tip.

Easter Egg Rainbow Root/Tuber 1-Apr
Seed depth 1/4 inch, plant spacing 2-4 inches.  4-6 hours 

of sun. 30 days. 

French Breakfast Root/Tuber 1-Apr

Plant seeds one inch apart. Rows 10in apart. 24 days to 

harvest.  4-6 days to germinate. For continous growth 

plant every two weeks until weather becomes warm.
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Pusa Gulabi Radish Root/Tuber 1-Apr

Sprouts in 5-10 days.  Seed depth 1/4 inch, plant 

spacing 2-4 inches.  4-6 hours of sun. This radish 

was bred to be high in antioxidants. The result: a 

gorgeous rose-pink color from skin to center. Pusa 

Gulabi, which means “rose” in Hindi, is a large, 

cylindrical, full pink winter radish that can also 

tolerate some summer temperatures. It’s a meaty 

radish with nice spicy flavor and, of course, is 

packed with anthocyanin and other healthful 

antioxidants. A beauty from India!

Watermellon Radish Root/Tuber 4" 1-Apr

Needs full to partial sun. Plant 2-3" apart. Plant 1/2"deep.  

Soak seeds 12-24 hours proir to planting to speed up 

germination. Antique horticultural treasure from China of 

unearthly beauty. Large 3–3½" round roots that are 

creamy-white outside, with a vivid burst of watermelon-

rose color at the center. Flesh is crispy, mild, and 

refreshing, with a sweet flavor perfect for salads, 

garnishes, or pickling. Enjoy roasted or sautéed with 

parsnips, carrots, or other root vegetables. Best grown 

in cool weather. Sow in late summer for a fall crop.

Rosemary

Rutabaga American Purple Top

Seeds should be sown at a depth of 1/2 inch, or 1/4 

inch for early spring plantings. 6in diameter 

between seeds is easiest. 

Rake and aerate the soil, plant seeds every few 

inches in rows, and then thin to six inches apart 

when seedlings are a few inches high. Rows should 

be spaced two feet apart. Rutabagas are 

brassicas, similar to turnips, but they have a 

sweeter flavor, larger roots with golden flesh, 

purple and yellow-tinged skin, and smooth, waxy 

foliage.

Sage Broadleaf
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White Sage, Salvia 

Apiana
Herb

Start indoors 4-6 weeks before last fros t. Due to low 

germination rate plant 15-20 sereds in each container. 

Split when transplanting outdoors. Plant outdoors in full 

sun.  Planting Depth, 1/4, plant spacing 12"-18in.

Spinach 
Bloomsdale 

Longstanding
Leaf

Plant 3/4" deep, space 1" apart and thin to 4" and space 

rows 12" apart.  Matures in 48 days

Melody Hybrid Leaf

Sweet Marjoram Leaf

Squash Acorn/Table Queen Long Vine 1-Jun

Plant squash in hills 18 to 48 inches apart on rows 

3 to 8 feet apart. 6+ hrs of sun. Shortly before first 

frost cut from vine, leaving a portion of the stem 

attached. 

Ambernut Bush 1-Jun
Plant squash in hills 18 to 48 inches apart on rows 

3 to 8 feet apart.

Buttercup Bush 1-Jun
Plant squash in hills 18 to 48 inches apart on rows 

3 to 8 feet apart.

Butternut Long Vine 1-Jun
Plant squash in hills 18 to 48 inches apart on rows 

3 to 8 feet apart.

Butterbush Bush 1-Jun
Plant squash in hills 18 to 48 inches apart on rows 

3 to 8 feet apart.

Pumpkin  Jackolantern Vine
10'X1

0
1-Jun Plant 1 in deep, hills 4'-5' apart. Full sun. 7-14 days 

for germination. 100-120 days for full maturity.

Yellow Summer Squash / 

Early Prolific 

Straightneck

Bush Plant 1 in deep, hills 4'-5' apart. Full sun. 7-14 days 

for germination. 42-56 days for full maturity.

White Bush Scallop Bush 24" 2-4' 1-Jun Plant squash in hills 18 to 48 inches apart on rows 

3 to 8 feet apart.   50-55 days to harvest.

Zucchini Black Beauty Bush

Plant 1/2in deep. Three in between seeds, 3' 

between hills.  10-14 days to germination. 50-60 

days to maturity. 
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Sunflowers

Plant sunflowers in late spring, once the ground is 

nice and warm. Most sunflowers germinate when 

soil has reached 70 to 85 degrees F. The best time 

to plant sunflowers is just before the soil reaches 

this temperature. Look for a ground temp of 

between 60 to 70 degrees.

Tomato Beefsteak Bush 15-Apr

Start seeds indoors. 8-14 days to germination, keep from 

ripening on the ground. 95-120 days to maturity. Take a 

week to harden the tomato plant by gradually exposing 

them to more light and sun each day.  

Cherry vine 15-Apr

Allow the seedlings to germinate for between 6 to 8 

weeks as you wait for favorable weather. Then, transfer 

them outdoors after the last frost. Take a week to harden 

the tomato plant by gradually exposing them to more 

light and sun each day. Space plants by 2'

Black Cherry Tomato vine 15-Apr

Procudes Tomatoes in Bunches. Fruit Diameter 1" 

Although they are small, the bite-size black cherry 

tomatoes are indeterminate plants. Their size might be 

deceiving, so they need tall and sturdy cages to support 

them to maturity.

The heirloom tomato black cherry features a dark color, 

round shape, and has a sweet and rich flavor. 

Mature black cherry tomatoes measure about 1.5 inches.

Allow the seedlings to germinate for between 6 to 8 

weeks as you wait for favorable weather. Then, transfer 

them outdoors after the last frost. Take a week to harden 

the tomato plant by gradually exposing them to more 

light and sun each day. 

Pink Oxheart Bush 15-Apr
Start seeds indoors. Inderterminate, space plants 24-36 

inches

Red Oxheart Bush 15-Apr

Start Seeds indoors. Inderterminate, space plants 24-36 

inches. Take a week to harden the tomato plant by 

gradually exposing them to more light and sun each day. 
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Rutgers Bush 15-Apr

Allow the seedlings to germinate for between 6 to 8 

weeks as you wait for favorable weather. Then, transfer 

them outdoors after the last frost. Take a week to harden 

the tomato plant by gradually exposing them to more 

light and sun each day. 2-4' 14-18 days to germination. 95-

120 days for maturity. 

Tomatillo GiganteVerde Bush 1-Apr

Indeterminate, Start indoors 8 weeks before planting 

outdoors. Sow seeds 1/4 in, seedlings emerge in 10-21 

days, before transplanting move to a sheltered area 

outside for a week.  100 days to harvest. 

Turnips
Purple White Tops 

(Brassica Rapa)
root/tuber 1-Apr

Plant 1/2in deep, space 4-6in, rows 12-18". Full sun.  Full 

size 4-6in diamerter. 30-60 days until maturity. Soak for 

12-24hours, prior to planting, to speed up germination

Purple Top White Globe root/tuber 1-Apr

Can use greens for salads. Can take some leaves during 

growing process. Plant 1/4 in. Space seeds by 4in. 5-10 

days to germinate. 45-65days to maturity. 

Seven Top Herb 1-Apr

Plant 1/4 to 1/2in deep . Space seeds 2-4in. 12'-18" 

between rows. 5-10 days to germination. 40 days to 

maturity.  Leaves can be cut at once or over a time from 

40-50 days. 

Watermellon Sugar Baby fruit 15-Jun

Fruits grow 7-8" Can plant indoors 4 weeks before last 

frost. For direct sow plant 4-6 seeds in a hill and thin to 

strongest 2 plants. When underside turns from white to 

yellowish harvest.  Dull hollow sound (when thumped) 

also shows ripeness. Plant 1"deep. Seed spacing 3". 8-

10 days for germination.


